
Winds of Central Europe - CEEPUS Network 
Selection Criteria

SELECTION PROCESS for all type of mobilities: 

The application is going to be evaluated by a board at the host institute with the following members: 
Department Leader of the Woodwinds and Brass Department of the host institute; 
CEEPUS Network Coordinator of the host institute; 
The Professors of the given instrument from the host institute; 
The applicants can achieve 100 points in total for their application. The counting method of the 
application is diverse by certain mobility types (see the details below). 

1. a) SELECTION CRITERIA for STUDENT/SHORT TERM STUDENT mobilities in the field of 
PERFORMANCE ACTIVITY: 

Applicants should enclose the following items at the 'Motivation' chapter on their online application 
form: 
- chosen professor 
- links of recent recordings in video format with the following attributes: 
2 contrasting pieces/movements from different styles, preferably one of them should be a classical 
concerto (in this case Exposition of the 1st movement is also eligible); 
each piece/movement should be uploaded separately; 
the footage's total duration should be a minimum of 10 minutes; 
the use of artificial reverberation or any other audio modification via post-production (editing, splicing, 
etc.) is strictly prohibited and will result in disqualification. 

The applicants can achieve 100 points in total for their application, based on the following sections: 
- earlier achievements (competition prizes, scholarships, awards, grants) - max. 20 points;  
- elaboration of the motivation letter - max. 20 points; 
- the level of the attached video recording - max. 60 points. 

1. b) SELECTION CRITERIA for STUDENT/SHORT TERM STUDENT mobilities in the field of 
RESEARCH ACTIVITY: 

Applicants should enclose the following items at the 'Motivation' chapter on their online application 
form: 
- chosen professor 
- abstract of the research topic  

2.) SELECTION CRITERIA for SHORT TERM EXCURSION mobilities: 
The applicants can achieve 100 points in total for their application, based on the following sections: 
- elaboration of the motivation letter - 100 points. 

1. b) SELECTION CRITERIA for TEACHER mobility: 

Applicants should enclose the following items at the 'Motivation' chapter on their online application 
form: 
- abstract of the current research/workshop/masterclass topic. 


